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1. The dark green colour in the lowest stripe of our national flag represents?
   (A) Life and prosperity
   (B) Truth and Purity
   (C) Sacrifice
   (D) Dharma

2. The governor of state is appointed by:
   (A) President
   (B) Chief Minister
   (C) Prime Minister
   (D) Election Commissioner

3. The largest producer of aluminium?
   (A) India
   (B) USA
   (C) Australia
   (D) England

4. Nehru award winner for international Understanding in the year of 1996?
   (A) Nelson Mandela
   (B) Robert Mugabe
   (C) Aung San Su Kyi
   (D) None of These

5. Who invented X-Rays?
   (A) Edison
   (B) Roentgen
   (C) Faraday
   (D) J.C Bose

6. The study of relation of animals and plants to their environment?
   (A) Ecology
   (B) Cytology
   (C) Astrology
   (D) Etymology

7. The instrument to test the purity of milk?
   (A) Barometer
   (B) Odometer
   (C) Monometer
   (D) Lactometer
8. The deficiency of vitamin B causes:
   (A) Cancer
   (B) Appendicitis
   (C) Beri-Beri
   (D) Scurvy

9. Charaka was the court physician of:
   (A) Bindusara
   (B) Kanishka
   (C) Harsha
   (D) Chandragupta

10. Theory of relativity is associated with:
    (A) Albert Einstein
    (B) Charles Darwin
    (C) Edison
    (D) Faraday

11. Light year is the unit of:
    (A) Energy
    (B) Heat
    (C) Pressure
    (D) Distance

12. The center of solar system:
    (A) Sun
    (B) Earth
    (C) Moon
    (D) Jupiter

13. The demarcation line between China and India:
    (A) Maginot Line
    (B) Durand Line
    (C) Mc Mohan Line
    (D) Radcliffe Line

14. The founder of new religion Din -I-Lahi:
    (A) Babar
    (B) Jahangir
    (C) Aurangazeb
    (D) Akbar

15. The author of the book “The Insider”:
    (A) P.V. Narasimha Rao
    (B) Atal Bihari Vajpayee
    (C) Indira Gandhi
    (D) Jawaharlal Nehru

16. “Breast Stroke” is a term associated with:
    (A) Foot Ball
    (B) Basket Ball
    (C) Swimming
    (D) Hockey
17. The director of the film "Pather Panjali":
(A) T.V. Chandran
(B) Sathyajit Ray
(C) Shyam Bengal
(D) Adoor Gopalakrishnan

18. Capital of Karnataka:
(A) Chennai
(B) Mysore
(C) Hyderabad
(D) Bangalore

19. Who was named "Women of Millennium" in a BBC Poll?
(A) Benazir Bhuto
(B) Indira Gandhi
(C) Sushma Swaraj
(D) Aishwarya Rai

20. Laurie Baker was famous in the field of:
(A) Education
(B) Health
(C) Sports
(D) Architecture

21. Bill on cyber law was introduced in the Lok Sabha in the year:
(A) 2001
(B) 1999
(C) 1991
(D) 2003

22. The first person to land on the moon:
(A) Yuri Gagarin
(B) Valantina Tereshkova
(C) Neil Armstrong
(D) Kalpana Chaula

23. DPEP was started to promote:
(A) Primary Education
(B) Higher Secondary Education
(C) College Education
(D) Technical Education

24. The UN Secretary General Ban-Ki Moon belongs to:
(A) Ghana
(B) Norway
(C) South Korea
(D) Egypt

25. The chief of the three armed force in India:
(A) Prime Minister
(B) Defense Minister
(C) Home Minister
(D) President
26. Rasul Pookutty won Oscar Award for:
(A) Direction
(B) Cinematography
(C) Sound Mixing
(D) Editing

27. The song Vande Matharam was composed by:
(A) Rabindranath Tagore
(B) Bankim Chandra Chatterji
(C) Jawaharlal Nehru
(D) Rajendra Prasad

28. Kerala State was formed on:
(A) 25th January 1950
(B) 1st November 1956
(C) 15th August 1947
(D) 1st January 1956

29. First fully literate state in India:
(A) Bihar
(B) Kerala
(C) Karnataka
(D) West Bengal

30. The First Prime Minister of India:
(A) Rajendra Prasad
(B) Lal Bahadur Shastri
(C) Jawaharlal Nehru
(D) Vallabhai Patel

31. Chembai Vaidyanatha Bhagavatar was famous:
(A) Politician
(B) Doctor
(C) Musician
(D) Director

32. The book Daughter of the East is the autobiography of:
(A) Benazir Bhuto
(B) P.T.Usha
(C) Helen Keller
(D) Phoolan Devi

33. The river known as Bengal's Sorrow:
(A) Ganga
(B) Yamuna
(C) Brahmaputra
(D) Damodar

34. January 30 is observed as:
(A) Independence Day
(B) World Aids Day
(C) Mothers Day
(D) Martyrs Day
35. Demography is the study of:
   (A) Population
   (B) Earth
   (C) Space
   (D) Agriculture

36. Barak Obama became the President of:
   (A) South Africa
   (B) USA
   (C) Nigeria
   (D) France

37. The director of the film Swayamvaram:
   (A) G. Aravindan
   (B) M.T. Vasudevan Nair
   (C) P.Padmarajan
   (D) Adoor Gopalakrishnan

38. The First Indian to win the title Miss Universe:
   (A) Aishwarya Rai
   (B) Susmitha Sen
   (C) Priyanka Chopra
   (D) Shilpa Shetty

39. The woman known as Nightingale of India:
   (A) Indira Gandhi
   (B) Aruna Asif Ali
   (C) Sarojini Naidu
   (D) Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit

40. The Currency of Japan:
   (A) Dollar
   (B) Yen
   (C) Euro
   (D) Shilling

41. Lahore Declaration was signed between:
   (A) India and Pakistan
   (B) India and China
   (C) China and Pakistan
   (D) India and Bangladesh

42. The Father of Indian Missile Technology:
   (A) A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
   (B) Vikram Sarabhai
   (C) H.J. Bhabha
   (D) G.Madhavan Nair

43. The ruler who was known as Padmanabhadasa:
   (A) Shakthan Thampuran
   (B) Swathi Thirunal
   (C) Marthanda Varma
   (D) Dharmaraja
44. What makes M.S.Dhoni popular?
   (A) Football
   (B) Tennis
   (C) Cricket
   (D) Basketball

45. Kerala Co-operative Societies Act was passed in the year:
   (A) 1976
   (B) 1969
   (C) 1986
   (D) 1957

46. Sravenabelagola is associated with:
   (A) Buddhism
   (B) Hinduism
   (C) Christianity
   (D) Jainism

47. The largest producer of sugarcane in India:
   (A) Uttar Pradesh
   (B) Karnataka
   (C) Orissa
   (D) Rajasthan

48. Delhi is on the banks of the river:
   (A) Gooavari
   (B) Brahmaputra
   (C) Saraswathi
   (D) Yamuna

49. The founder of Brahma Samaj:
   (A) Swami Vivekananda
   (B) Swami Dayananda Saraswathi
   (C) Raja Ram Mohan Roy
   (D) Atmaram Panduranga

50. The apex court in India:
   (A) High Court
   (B) Munsiff Court
   (C) Supreme Court
   (D) District Court

51. ................ is a doctor who is specialized in cancer treatment.
   (A) Oncologist
   (B) Pathologist
   (C) Cardiologist
   (D) Opthalmologist

52. Raju leaves this place, ...............?
   (A) is he
   (B) doesn't he
   (C) does he
   (D) isn't he
53. Neither Meera nor her brother ............... present today.
   (A) are  
   (B) has  
   (C) were  
   (D) is  

54. Offspring means:
   (A) in spring  
   (B) away from spring  
   (C) child  
   (D) father  

55. This is car ............... my brother bought last week
   (A) what  
   (B) whom  
   (C) if  
   (D) which  

56. The synonym of expiry is:
   (A) termination  
   (B) medicine  
   (C) pharmacy  
   (D) medical store  

57. Which is correctly spelt?
   (A) mathmatics  
   (B) theorem  
   (C) tution  
   (D) biographi  

58. Which of the following is wrongly spelt?
   (A) fluidity  
   (B) gallop  
   (C) evaparation  
   (D) inseminate  

59. She ............... here yesterday.
   (A) had come  
   (B) will come  
   (C) comes  
   (D) came  

60. I am older than you, ............... ?
   (A) aren't I  
   (B) amn't I  
   (C) am I  
   (D) isn't I  

61. Calligrapher is one who:
   (A) sings beautifully  
   (B) writes beautifully  
   (C) dresses beautifully  
   (D) sleeps
62. He is ............. honourable man.
   (A) a
   (B) an
   (C) some
   (D) most

63. If I called her, she ............. come.
   (A) will
   (B) would have
   (C) would
   (D) can

64. Seema and Sita ............. now.
   (A) slept
   (B) were sleeping
   (C) had slept
   (D) are sleeping

65. Alien means:
   (A) foreigner
   (B) intelligent
   (C) insider
   (D) noble

66. The opposite of attach is:
   (A) abstract
   (B) detach
   (C) attend
   (D) match

67. A few girls known his house, ............. ?
   (A) do they
   (B) did they
   (C) don't they
   (D) didn't they

68. Neither the students nor the teachers ............. come.
   (A) are
   (B) has
   (C) was
   (D) have

69. His house is ............. the lake.
   (A) besides
   (B) beside
   (C) there
   (D) between

70. Donor means:
   (A) banker
   (B) money
   (C) giver
   (D) doctor
71. Today is Sariga’s birthday. One year from today she will be twice as old as she was 12 years ago. How old is Sariga today?
   (A) 20
   (B) 22
   (C) 25
   (D) 27

72. How many cubes having 2 cm edge will be required to make a cube having 4 cm edge?
   (A) 2
   (B) 4
   (C) 6
   (D) 8

73. Choose the odd one:
   (A) WXZ
   (B) ABE
   (C) EFI
   (D) IJM

74. Choose the odd one:
   (A) ACF
   (B) HJM
   (C) UXZ
   (D) NPS

75. 2, 6, 15, 34, ?
   (A) 70
   (B) 57
   (C) 46
   (D) 73

76. At 12.15 what is the angle between the hands of a clock:
   (A) 15 degree
   (B) 82.5 degree
   (C) 83.5 degree
   (D) 90 degree

77. Interest on Rs.1,000 for 146 days at the rate of 10% per annum:
   (A) 80
   (B) 45
   (C) 50
   (D) 40

78. Complete the series.
   (A) E
   (B) U
   (C) O
   (D) X
79. Choose the odd one:
   (A) Bronze
   (B) Iron
   (C) Tin
   (D) Lead

80. FLOWER is coded as UOLDVI. Then SAND is coded as:
   (A) QPLW
   (B) HZMW
   (C) TBOE
   (D) VOTW

81. You go North. Turn right. Then right again and then go to left. In which direction are you now?
   (A) East
   (B) South
   (C) North
   (D) West

82. Swan : Cygnet :: Sheep :
   (A) Goat
   (B) Pup
   (C) Lamb
   (D) Calf

83. Goldsmith : Gold :: ............... : ...............
   (A) Carpenter : Wood
   (B) Cobbler : Shoes
   (C) Jeweller : Jewellery
   (D) Barber : Comb

84. Choose the correct missing letters : m - m - mn - nm - mn
   (A) mmnn
   (B) mmmn
   (C) nnmn
   (D) nnnn

85. Which of the following can replace x in 4/x = x/100?
   (A) 5
   (B) 10
   (C) 16
   (D) 20

86. Find the set of numbers which is most like to the set (64,216,125):
   (A) (26,144,163)
   (B) (55,126,80)
   (C) (8,27,64)
   (D) (45,134,154)
87. Rani's age was a square of a number, last year and it will be cube of a number next year. Age of Rani is:
(A) 63
(B) 50
(C) 7
(D) 26

88. A car runs at a speed of 36 km/hr. How many meters does it cover in 2 seconds?
(A) 10 m
(B) 20m
(C) 36m
(D) 24m

89. The value of \( \frac{32}{243}^{\frac{4}{5}} = \)
(A) 81/16
(B) 9/4
(C) 16/81
(D) 4/9

90. If you add 1000 to a certain number the result will be more than, if you multiply that number by 1000. What is that number?
(A) 1.5
(B) 1.0
(C) 2.5
(D) 2.0

91. In what time will Rs.500 give Rs.100 as interest at the rate of 5% per annum?
(A) 2 years
(B) 3 years
(C) 4 years
(D) 5 years

92. By how much is two third of 57 more than one third of 90?
(A) 28
(B) 30
(C) 38
(D) 8

93. Select the one which is different from others:
(A) Square
(B) Rhombus
(C) Equilateral triangle
(D) Pentagon

94. Select the one different from others:
(A) Brother - Sister
(B) Mother - Father
(C) Uncle - Aunt
(D) Husband - Wife
95. Which word will appear 3rd in the dictionary order?
(A) Sentimentalise
(B) Sententious
(C) Sentimentally
(D) Sentinel

96. The value of \( \frac{1}{64} - \frac{5}{6} = \)
(A) 32
(B) 16
(C) 8
(D) 24

97. If 75\% of a number is added to 75 the result is the number itself. The number is:
(A) 200
(B) 300
(C) 400
(D) 100

98. Twenty percentage of 25\% of 20 is:
(A) 1/4
(B) 4
(C) 5
(D) 1

99. The smallest number among the following:
(A) \( \frac{6}{7} \)
(B) \( \frac{4}{5} \)
(C) \( \frac{2}{3} \)
(D) \( \frac{3}{4} \)

100. If y\% of x is 20 then x\% of y is:
(A) 40
(B) 20
(C) \( 20 \times \frac{y}{x} \)
(D) \( 20 \times \frac{x}{y} \)
Answer Key
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